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Too Faced

Transforming a Fan Favorite Cosmetics rand into a
Household Name
Reelling against a cosmetics industr that has taken itself too seriousl, Too Faced has grown from an independent
startup into a smol of unapologetic glamour and femininit through innovative makeup with cruelt-free values that
support and encourage their worldwide fans.

The Goal
When Too Faced found When Metric Theor, the rought intense rand loalt from past purchasers and were
seeking innovative new customer acquisition strategies to pump even more fuel into their alread explosive growth.
With limited resources, nding was to present their magnetic rands and messaging to a highl targeted prospective
customer ase was imperative.
https://metrictheory.com/clients/case-studies/too-faced/
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"We've een working with Metric Theor ince the eginning of 2014.
The've reall een an integral part of the growth we've een within our
dot-com uine. In that time, we’ve een cleaning up account and
getting more granular in the wa we id, targeting our keword and driving
tra ic to the ite. It' evident, in regard to the performance we've een ear
over ear within our paid earch program, we're de nitel moving in the
right direction."
Krsta rown
enior Manager of Digital Marketing

Metric Theor' trateg
Metric Theor widened the ottom of the funnel through opportunities in Google & ing hopping ads, supported 
full-service shopping feed management to present more Too Faced products to the right audience when the were
read to u. The team also identi ed digital video as the perfect avenue to introduce Too Faced to new customers
and to re-engage prospects who’d shown previous interest.

HOPPING AD
Metric Theor uncovered new potential in device speci c campaigns, as well as was to more e ectivel target search
tra c with speci c ads, allowing more opportunities for the perfect id on ever search to max out reach and
performance simultaneousl.

FD MANAGMNT
hopping ad success is driven  a health and well-optimized data feed. Metric Theor feed management achieved
more exposure for each product categor, delivered on an intricate and shifting promotional calendar, and tested
https://metrictheory.com/clients/case-studies/too-faced/
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Metric Theor found new Too Faced customers  targeting viewers
who were
contentU
from Too Faced’s
major retail partners, which led to a measurale increase in oth rand recall and purchase intent. Remarketing on
YouTue helped drive oth rst-time uers and repeat purchasers  identifing audiences showing strong uing
signals.

The Result
With these strategies and more, Metric Theor catapulted the size of Too Faced’s PPC footprint to 10x what it was
coming into the partnership, with an astonishing 821% increase in revenue.

P  R F O R M A N C  R   U LT 

821%

increase in period-over-period revenue

https://metrictheory.com/clients/case-studies/too-faced/
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